
Amplifying Unseen Voices: 
Digitizing American Sign Language Poetry
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YouTube Portal https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVnYnjKyNuv7eVYQmTe8aIw/playlists?view=50&sort=dd&shelf_id=7InfoGuide�https://infoguides.rit.edu/signpoetryLuna �https://digitalcollections.rit.edu/luna/servlet/RIT~7~7
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you would like an HTML version of the slideshow, please see the URL https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1RH3WJPaxs0ZQVXYDqUeLwaUImXeWOg5jljVR-FxJav8/edit#slide=id.g15b1d1b0552_1_0



Deaf Culture Defined
The Deaf community is a 
beautiful mosaic of multiple 
cultures, identities, and sign 
languages .

- Carla García-Fernández

Arnaud Balard, 
French DeafBlind Artist
“Preservation of Sign 
Language: George Veditz”
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
JOAN-The Deaf world is a parallel world: a microcosm of the larger hearing world. The Deaf-World has diverse cultures within which includes different ethnic groups, languages, religions, and sexual identities. Deaf Culture has its own language, arts, traditions, social norms, and values—all which reflect Deaf people’s distinctive identity and way of experiencing the world that is just as rich as any hearing culture; they signify participation in a cultural community, analogous to a national or ethnic identity. Artwork from DB French artist, Arnaud Balard during celebration of 100th anniversary of the 1914 Preservation of Sign Language film by Veditz. Veditz was a deaf teacher and a National Association of the Deaf President who expressed concern over the oralism philosophy taking hold after the Milan conference’s decision to use the oral philosophy in Deaf education. Worried that future generations would lose sign language heritage, he developed a sign language film project to preserve sign language use. Uses his flag colors as background. Deaf Culture is a unique, vibrant culture that thrives through sign language. As deafness often only extends one generation deep, with the majority of deaf people being from hearing families, the Deaf community is often most evident around social institutions such as Deaf schools and colleges.



NTID at Rochester Institute of Technology 

The National Technical 
Institute is a Deaf college 
at RIT University. There are 
Over 1,100 Deaf and HH 
students and a strong 
Deaf community in 
Rochester (20,000+) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
LBJ signed into law a Congress act to create a new Deaf college in 1965. The college opened 1968 with the mission to provide job-ready skills and accessible higher education for DHH students. NTID provides associates programs in technical fields and direct instruction for DHH students.  Interpreting and captioning services are available for DHH students who take mainstreamed RIT bachelors and graduate classes. We also have DHH faculty and staff. Rochester has the largest deaf per capita - 20,000+ between the ages of 0-64



American Sign Language (ASL) Movement

➔ 1960--ASL recognized as a language 
➔ First ASL and Deaf Culture book
➔ Dr.  William Stokoe (from Rochester) and 2 

Deaf co-researchers, Casterline and 
Cronberg. 

➔ Gallaudet University, a Deaf liberal arts 
college, established in 1864 and in 
Washington, DC. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Important moment in our history because previously emphasis in Deaf education was on speech, called “oralism”. Some of the poems you will see focus on recognizing ASL as a language and overcoming the oppression of educators who advocated oralism. 



“Sculptures in the Air” CLIR Grant Proposal
1984--Allen Ginsberg and Robert F. Panara, poets, held a “Deaf Beat Summit”. Interpreting student 
who studied and worked with Ginsberg, Jim Cohn, invited Allen to present with Panara (a Deaf poet) 
to discuss the visual nature of poetry and translating them to different languages.

2016--reviewed the ASL Poetry and Literature collections, which is a rich form of sign language 
artistry and expression for the Deaf community. We Identified 61 videos the team could digitize, 
caption, and voice. 

2017-2020-submitted proposal to CLIR and awarded for this unique collection with talented ASL sign 
artists, including our faculty and alumni. It is the largest online portal of ASL poetry and literature in 
the U.S. thanks to CLIR funding, our library and archives team, and the community.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our proposal was unique in content matter and creating accessibility of content for the first time so that DHH and other audiences can understand the content. There are controversies in the field about whether we should caption and create spoken translations of ASL poetry as we are using another language and modality to translate the works. The goal of captioning and creating spoken translations of  these videos was to make them visible to an audience never before exposed to these works and to offer choices in turning on/off the captions or voiced versions of the poems. Deaf people have invented technologies that benefit the larger world such as captioning. 

http://registry.clir.org/projects/26893772


Deaf Poets’ Styles Featured in Portal

Deaf poets have different expressive sign language artistry styles

Clayton Valli, Patrick Graybill, Debbie Rennie (alumni)-Original poetry style 
created in ASL that uses body language, rhythm and movement

Dr. Robert F. Panara, Bernard Bragg -Transliteration of English poems performed 
in sign language with ASL features. 

Flying Words duo -Peter Cook (Deaf) and Kenny Lerner (hearing) (both alumni) -
an avant -garde style ASL and spoken English (“captions”)  hybrid work
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can only show a few examples.Can see evolution of sign language poetry transliteration from English poems, and original ASL poetry.

https://www.youtube.com/c/RITLibraries/playlists?view=50&sort=dd&shelf_id=7


“Hydrogen Jukebox” 
Translation 
Patrick Graybill
Voice Interpretation:
Kip Webster, 1984 

“Explosion of ASL 
Poetry” and start of 
movement

Patrick signs “music," "box," 
"coin from pocket," 
"vertical record becoming 
horizontal," 
"needle going around,"
"thunder shaking," and 
"bomb exploding." 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will start with the ASL Poetry movement inspired by Ginsberg’s visit. Patrick Graybill is a noted sign artist, NTID faculty, and actor. He was in the National Theatre of the Deaf and one of 5 pioneering poets who created ASL poems. He published his poems in a DVD. DVDs are the Deaf community’s “book”. Patrick is still heavily involved with translations and Deaf theatre work. Allen talked about his poem Howl which had been translated into many different languages but wondered how the phrase Hydrogen Jukebox could be  translated into ASL  as that was difficult to translate in other languages.  Patrick Graybill visually captured the meaning of this phrase through his ASL translation of the phrase. Started explosion of ASL poetry as our student poets, Debbie Rennie and Peter discovered they could express poetry in ASL.expression. 

https://digitalcollections.rit.edu/luna/servlet/detail/RIT%7E7%7E7%7E4%7E3964:Presentation-and-performance-front-?sort=title%2Ccreator%2Cdate&qvq=sort:title%2Ccreator%2Cdate;lc:RIT%7E7%7E7&mi=122&trs=151


“Hydrogen Jukebox” Translation 
Patrick Graybill
Voice Interpretation:
Kip Webster, 1984 

Start 9:05   End: 9:12 
(LUNA)

Patrick signs “music," 
"box," 
"coin from pocket," 
"vertical record 
becoming horizontal," 
"needle going around,"
"thunder shaking," and 
"bomb exploding." 
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Presentation Notes
ASL translation of an English phrase. From 1984 symposium. Allen talked about his poem Howl which had been translated into many different languages but the key element was how the phrase Hydrogen Jukebox could be translated visually as that was difficult to translate in other languages --so he was curious how it might be translated into ASL.  Patrick Graybill visually captured the meaning of this phrase through his ASL translation of the phrase, and  there was an explosion of ASL poetry as our student poets, Debbie Rennie and Peter discovered they could express poetry in ASL, using their natural language of expression. 

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1DPF2H6RrqBTwrWy2DL1eYgKiVrx7t10p/view
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Birds’ Brain Society Flyer

After the 1984 
symposium, students 
hosted the Birds’ 
Brain Society sign 
poetry performances

ASL Poetry Movement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Peter Cook and others hosted ASL poetry  performances on campus.



First National ASL Poetry 
Conference, 1987

Featured ASL Poets: 
Peter Cook,
Patrick Graybill,
Ella Mae Lentz,
Debbie Rennie, 
Clayton Valli
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ginsberg’s visit sparked so much interest and ASL poetry experimentation that the first National ASL Poetry conference was held in 1987 featuring the five pioneer ASL poets 



“Black Hole: 
The Colors of 
ASL” by 
Debbie 
Rennie
Voice Interpretation: 
Donna Kachites, 1987
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Debbie Rennie is a mime artist and sign poet. She is one of 5 ASL poets who created  poems in ASL. She works with deaf students in Sweden teaching them sign poetry. Original ASL poem. From 1987 ASL Poetry conference. Another Deaf poet who is a also a mime artist. Note that this is softly interpreted as the interpreter does not want to overtake the performer. 

https://youtu.be/tyiw3psPqpM


“Black Hole: 
The Colors of 
ASL” by 
Debbie 
Rennie
Voice Interpretation: 
Donna Kachites, 1987

Start 1:13
LUNA 13

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Original ASL poem. From 1987 ASL Poetry conference. Another Deaf poet who is a also a mime artist. Note that this is softly interpreted as the interpreter does not want to overtake the performer. 

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1SA0UD5ZQT2VID2ATr80D_nMGzkqiWc_u/view


Translation of Black Hole: The Colors of ASL Poem

A ladder...reaching to the sky.
At the top, paint cans--red, yellow, blue, green, black. 
Brilliant blue sky canvas--
red. yellow. blue. green. black. 
Hands are the brushes for the colors of ASL. 
The ladder is shaking. Down below it's a language tyrant.
"Get down. Get down from there or I'll force you down." "No, No. Stop it Stop it." 
The red is the first to go down. Yellow, green, blue...tumbling tumbling. 
black, black, black splash. 
The black hole language tyrant disappears into the black hole. 
The ladder is consumed rung by rung.
"No. No. I won't be sucked down. I will fly back up, up, up. 
Back to the colors, to the colors, to the colors, back to the colors. ahh. The colors of ASL." 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Language tyrant (oralist) is trying to stop sign language. Having no sign language is like going into a black hole. ASL is liberating and colorful and accessible. 



Clayton Valli: Dandelions

Note the visual rhyme of his 
body/head/hands/eye gaze/eyebrows shifts

Back and forth, and, in and out movements
Open 5 fingered and clenched fists 
handshapes
Note groups of 3 signs

Primary handshape in the poem is open 5 
fingered handshape
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clayton Valli was 1 of 5 ASL poets who created poems in ASL. He studied linguistics of ASL and published the first dissertation on ASL poetry. He worked as a linguistics professor at Gallaudet U. He published his ASL poems in a DVD. Original ASL poem. From 1991 ASL conference. Shows an angry gardener (could symbolize Alexander Graham Bell, father of oralism), trying to pull out the weeds, the dandelions, which represent ASL and  Deaf people. But nature still stands strong and beautiful, nothing can stop it, in the same way that ASL does. ASL is natural and will always grow despite attempts to stop sign language. A matter of perspective-- dandelions have healing properties, are not just ugly weeds.



Clayton Valli: Dandelions

Note the visual rhyme of his 
body/head/hands/eye gaze/eyebrows shifts

Back and forth, and, in and out movements
Open 5 fingered and clenched fists 
handshapes
Note groups of 3 signs

Primary handshape in the poem is open 5 
fingered handshape

Start 4:56. End 5:53 (LUNA) 
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Presentation Notes
Original ASL poem. From 1991 ASL conference. Shows an angry gardener (could symbolize Alexander Graham Bell, father of oralism), trying to pull out the weeds, the dandelions, which represent ASL and  Deaf people. But nature still stands strong and beautiful, nothing can stop it, in the same way that ASL does. ASL is natural and will always grow despite attempts to stop sign language. A matter of perspective-- dandelions have healing properties, are not just ugly weeds.

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1lzCGf4XD8COCmVXPZXwXR5JREjh_bbCZ/view


Dandelion Translation by Raymond Luczak

A Dandelion

Their yellows dotted the field, 
their petals waving with the breezes. 
An irritated man staring at them, snarling, 
“Dandelions!” His hands pulled 
some apart, and mowed the rest down
until the field was smoothed out
in green. The rain soon came 
and went away; the sun sneaked in, 
warming a seed in the soil. 
The seed rose, enjoying all nature.
It waved, watching a bee
coming by with a greeting and
going away. Nights it closed
Its petals, opening up again
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In the morning. One day it turned 
Into white puffs, their whiskers
A halo, but it moved with the breeze.
Its seedlings flew off in every direction.
Spotting its whiteness, the man,
Enraged, spit out, “there!”
The brave white puff still waved,
Still sending off its seedlings.
The man grabbed its stem and pulled out.
The white puff exploded, its seedlings
Scattering everywhere on its own.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Valli accepted this English translation of his poem by Deaf writer Raymond Luczak. He liked to perform his poem first, then share the written translation of his poem w/o voice interpretation.



Dr. Robert Panara
“NTID” 
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Robert Panara: 
Distinguished Americans Stamp, 
2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dr. Robert Panara was our first Deaf professor at RIT/NTID and pioneered Deaf Studies classes. He was recognized by the U.S. Post Office with a stamp in 2017 and considered the “father of Deaf Studies”. He published his poetry. He liked to sign his written poems into sign language with ASL features. Original English poem rendered in sign language. At President Simone’s inauguration. He was a poet expressing himself through written English poetry first, and then signing the poem. Robert Panara’s English poem signed in English grammar order with ASL features.  Because it heard the silence of the heart, its destiny was daring from the start. Beginning with a searching eye whose gleam envisioned newer worlds for his kind, it gathered to a great crusading cause, whose faithful followers held high the torch, for fiat lux and all the world to see. NTID! Its time and tide had come to integrate the hearing and the deaf in kindred studies on a common campus, each learning from the other an awareness of human needs, of unfulfilled desires, of breaching the divisive wall of silence, and bridging the communication gap.And theirs became the challenge and the charge to mingle with the mainstream and to master their little fears and hang-ups and prejudgments--not to belittle but to be big of heart. 

https://digitalcollections.rit.edu/luna/servlet/detail/RIT%7E7%7E7%7E24%7E3921:NTID?sort=title%2Ccreator%2Cdate&qvq=q:panara%20AND%20NTID;sort:title%2Ccreator%2Cdate;lc:RIT%7E7%7E7&mi=14&trs=19


Dr. Robert Panara
“NTID” 

Start 1:49  End: 4:36
LUNA
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Original English poem rendered in sign language. At President Simone’s inauguration. Dr. Robert Panara was the first Deaf professor at RIT/NTID, and pioneered Deaf Studies classes. He was a poet expressing himself through written English poetry first, and then signing the poem. Robert Panara’s English poem signed in English grammar order with ASL features. 

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1C4L6kes4JTQ_UPWC0dn4DfNHuwG2rNdU/view


Rethinking technical standards in digitized
ASL poetry and literature collections
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http://drive.google.com/file/d/18ahA04l7mcAVkbIs7QNihX4-hkoKi1-g/view


Physical 
object -> 
digital asset
● .avi
● .mp4 (video)
● .mp4 (audio)
● .srt
● .txt
● .pdf
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In almost all cases we started with labeled VHS tapes found in archival collections with some contextual information. We chose a very small selection of tapes to digitize and make available. We returned the tapes to their collections, so what digital assets do we now have to work with? And what do we do with them?Each VHS tape results in two video formats: an uncompressed .avi and a smaller .mp4.Each video is then voiced by an interpreter, captions are created, and a transcript is generated from those captions. This results in an audio .mp4, an .srt caption file, and a .txt transcript.Finally additional analysis is created and saved in a .PDF file.

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1tEQ5blIYQZjR8DkQMqyVDLfi0O2o1b47/view


Existing 
models of 
access
● Filename
● Identifier
● Title
● Type (genre)
● Rights
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
At RIT, we have a DAMS, and like many institutions we’ve developed a standard workflow and minimal metadata in order to make assets available to the public.You may recognize these metadata fields - this is all that’s required to create and publish a record in our DAMS. Filename, identifier, title, type or genre, and a rights statement. This sets up a minimal record, and is intended to get the most material published as quickly as possible while still providing useful metadata.But this isn’t enough for every record, and it wasn’t enough for the ASL Poetry and Literature materials.

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1Gr8IdLJ0RS5qYQduv_cr4C-d9aNcuOnh/view


What are 
the access 
points?

1. Digitized materials 
in several searchable 
locations
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
With multiple file types for each performance, and a variety of accessibility needs, we wanted to build out robust access points.DAMS – for archival controlYoutube – for community (caption info)Consortial locations (NYH)Server – full res videos and attendant files-You can see these various portals each have their uses, but having this many nodes also creates challenges: consistency across locations, link validity, cascading changes

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1wQqiWhOClYimoMITKKu0wJ49c1SNx1rR/view


Content of 
materials

2. All videos are 
voiced and captioned

“African American Sign Language in Visual Theater,” Michelle A. Banks, 1991. https://digitalcollections.rit.edu/luna/servlet/s/73or82. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tapes and dvds of varying qualitiesAudio of varying qualityBy independently voicing and captioning each item, we ensure they can all be accessed by hearing, HOH, or Deaf viewers, as well as by translation softwareBecause of our community connections, one aspect of this project was to develop some scholarly analysis for the videos and their context. ASL literature scholar, Karen Christie, and Joan Naturale created this work. An InfoGuide is also available. 

https://digitalcollections.rit.edu/luna/servlet/s/73or82
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1UQx2_dmqxKb-5B22L7hddkTUBjQwOG1T/view


Multimodal 
access

3. All videos have a 
complete text transcript
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For those using screen readers, the complete text transcript enables full access to content. This also helps researchers find a section easily and optimizes SEO. Though in LUNA, our DAMS, it also creates a super-long scroll in the sidebar, which can complicate navigation for those interacting with content visually.

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1lBktcgget_KUMCTHmloSuMeDp5S39LOG/view


Kinds of 
discoverability

4. All videos have 
catalog records in 
the library OPAC
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
With links to both our digital collections and youtube

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1fD4tCquRmE0S636HU2C8bTmJC0HCNHm1/view


Technical 
access

5. All videos have detailed 
archival metadata in our 
Digital Collections portal
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember that minimal metadata? Filename, identifier, title, type or genre, and a rights statement? These records will also include multiple creators, subject headings, dates, languages, and library collections. They also include places, dimensions, and the digital project title.

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1NvkhyPL6VuSGX8dV5PCWM1LCJvgsSMeN/view


Archival 
access

6. All videos are 
described in finding aids
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our finding aids most often contain collection-level descriptionProject prompted us to establish workflows for creating digital objects in ArchivesSpace

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1r89C8Ho_iZF6QkH9t3dusjgilyhHCK0f/view


Community 
access

7. All videos are 
available on YouTube
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Though we put a lot of energy into multiplatform archival description and access, youtube videos, with interactive transcript, open caption capabilities, and high visibility over the entire internet, wind up being a widely-used access point for the communityVitally, comments are turned off on all videos, to prevent trolling and other forms of abuse.

http://drive.google.com/file/d/13nOexO4NFqwlvxHu1PUC5rY0yoKNIodo/view


A new model of 
access
● Determine specs 

and required fields 
with partners

● Expertise comes 
from both the 
repository and the 
community!

“Poetry Class part one: analysis of poetry,” Robert Panara, 1974. https://digitalcollections.rit.edu/luna/servlet/s/7ew519
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This project helped RIT Archives define a new model of access. It won’t be used for every project, but many of the workflows developed here remain in place.For anyone seeking to create accessibility of this kind, clarifying technical specifications at the outset is very important - better access very often means more files!

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1HW_RP7OTK9sdtj6Y1kJvLf0w_XP-MlZY/view


From Project to Program

31



“Captioning audio and video presented on the web 
would be a major step toward equitable access to our 
collections for people with hearing loss, but would 
also significantly impact preservation reformatting 
programs and resources at a time when the need for 
preservation reformatting is already at a crisis point.”

OCLC’s “Research and Learning Agenda for Archives, Special, and 
Distinctive Collections” (2017)
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What is “Good Enough”?

33

Extensible Processing for Archives & Special 
Collections: Reducing Processing Backlogs 
Daniel A. Santamaria, 2015



“The lack of a one-to-one relationship between 
deafness and ASL use means that knowing how many 
people are deaf does not allow us to estimate how 
many people use ASL in the United States.”

Ross E. Mitchell et al, “How Many People Use ASL in the United 
States? Why estimates need updating,” (Sign Language Studies, 
Volume 6, Number 3, 2006)
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Taking Stock, Making Hay: Archival Collections 
Assessment

Martha O’Hara Conway and Merrilee Proffitt, OCLC, 2011 
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Thank you!

Questions?
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